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               Observation networks : multi-sources
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First pretreatments to extract OI
- Storage
- Control quality / sensor range
- Temporal/Spatial Alignments
- Na data 



Collecting lots of time series data  (big data)

Problems: 
- Collected data have missing values due to sensor or communication/transmission problems
- Most of Classification and prediction tools require completed data

Any available solution?
- Deleting some observations
- Imputation data



Which methods to deal with missing marine observations ?

1- Nature of the missing data : MCAR, MAR, NMAR ↔ not so easy to define.
2- Isolated missing values / Gap=missing consecutive values
3- Complex data, low cross-correlation 
3- Quick change in the dynamics of the studied process.

=> Adapted algorithm, results must be
● efficient: having minimal standard errors
● reliable/effective: respecting curve-shape and dynamics process/changes.



Which methods to deal with missing marine observations 

=> Adapted algorithm, results must be
● efficient: having minimal standard errors
● reliable/effective: respecting curve-shape and dynamics process/changes.



Case of Isolated missing values in univariate times series

-> Usual methods : local averages, interpolation, regression.

But for gap ? 

na.interp only respects the pattern shapeKaggle dataset. Univariate time series.



Solution for Isolated missing values in univariate times series

-> Usual methods : local averages, interpolation, regression.

And large gap ?



Solution for multivariate times series

- MI- Multiple Imputation: predicts imputed value by finding an observation (from available values) 
with the closest predictive mean to that variable containing missing values for each observation. 
- MICE - Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equations: estimate imputed values  based on the 
conditional distribution (on all of other variables) for each variable containing missing values.
- na.approx (zoo package):  uses a generic function with interpolated values to estimate each missing 
data.
- missForest: for each variable missForest builds a random forest model on the observed part. Then 
this model is used to predict missing values in the variable. (look at the code : fill by means !)
- k-nearest neighbors 

Corre
lated sig

nals



Low Corre
lated sig

nals

-> No efficiency / no shape respect for large gap



Goal and Trade off.



Idea 

Proposed approach 

Focus on Marel Carnot Dataset



- Temperature
- Salinity
- Dissolved Oxygen
- Nitrate
- Phosphate
- Silicate
- Turbidity
- PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation)

- Fluorescence

Tests based on 4 years (2005-2009)

9  Essential Ocean Variables :   

http://data.coriolis-cotier.org/

Raw Data
Size : 92 968 * 9

#NA: 320 401 : 38 %

Dataset
MAREL Carnot

 High frequency instrumented station (HF)
 20 minutes sampling

MAREL Carnot Dataset



Completion Protocol

Completion Protocol:

T-gap: size T of consecutive missing values

completion size criterion: smallHole and acceptedHole

Completion steps:

1- Isolated points (T=1)-gap:  completion by local average (t-1 and/or t+1)

2- small T-gap: completion by weighting local average of a mobile centered windows [t-T; t +T]  
T<smallHole

3- large T-gap: filling by existing recurrent pattern with DTW-matching
 (smallHole < T ≤ acceptedHole)

smallHole , acceptedHole depends on
- dynamics change 
- subject of interest.



Proposed approaches for large T>>1-gap: 
- DTWBI : univariate iseries - imputation based on DTW criterion
- DTWUMI : extension of DTWBI for multivariate series 
- FSMUMI :  Fuzzy Logic Theory
- eDTWBI : add trend conservation contraints + future window

assumption :

-
already existing information

-
recurrence of phenomena

-
previous window pressure



Illustration/Vocabulary:

Completion of one large gap by “DTW-similar” recurring pattern 

Complétion

Q: Query building R: selected Pattern

imputed Pattern



Univariate signal





Similarity problem



Signal comparison - Euclidean distance
Metrics ?

ref 1 : lag
ref 2 : same trend
ref 3:  mean + offset
ref 4 : mean 
ref 5 : noisy



Signal comparison - Euclidean distance
Metrics ?

ref 1 : lag
ref 2 : same trend
ref 3:  mean + offset
ref 4 : mean 
ref 5 : noisy

bounded scores

-> no signal satisfies all criteria 

Bold results = criterion is satisfied



Signal comparison - Elastic matching
Metrics ?

ref 1 : lag
ref 2 : same trend
ref 3:  mean + offset
ref 4 : mean 
ref 5 : noisy

DTW matching

Elastic matching
Deformation tolerance
DTW / Derivative DTW / Features DTW



Experiments - Univariate case

Maximum cross-correlation between 
query and selected windows

-> recurrent patterns

Imputation performance indicator

Accuracy indexes
- Similarity: the similar 
percentage between the imputed 
value (Y) and the respective true 
values (X)
- NMAE: The Normalized Mean 
Absolute Error between Y and X
- RMSE: The Root Mean Square 
Error average squared difference 
Y and X
Shape indexes
- FSD: Fraction of Standard 
Deviation between Y and X



Experiments - Univariate case
Marel dataset
Gap size/10 
1.5% ~ 28 days

Phu Temperature
15% ~ 97 jours



Experiments - Univariate case / comparison with random selection



Experiments - Univariate case / comparison with random selection

Efficiency - RMSE ? Shape respect  - FSD ?



Multivariate dataset
- one-by-one independant filling
- multivariate similarity



1.  Extract  shape-features  
for Q and Reference

2. Select  n References  
satisfying  cosine 
criterion

3. Compute DTW cost  
of Q and each Reference

4. Select Qs having the 
the minimum DTW cost

5. Replace the missing 
values by previous window 
of Qs on the incomplete 
signal

Extended approach to multivariate signals - DTWUMI

Trapezoid filling of uncomplete signals
during the sliding research.



Experiments multivariate signals - DTWUMI

boundary : 1-FA2<0.2 |FB|<0.2 FSD<0.5



Experiments multivariate signals - DTWUMI



Dealing with uncertainty - speed trade-off



FSBMI scheme. New similarity computation to select best similar windows





Simulated dataset (5 signals- 32,000 points) Marel Carnot hourly dataset 
(3 signals- 35,334 points)

boundary : 1-FA2<0.2 |FB|<0.2 FSD<0.5



Other application: Near Future Prediction



Direct application : DTWBI for Forecasting Univariate TS



Documentation
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CRAN pakages
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DTWBI/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DTWUMI/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/FSMUMI/index.html

Documentation: http://mawenzi.univ-littoral.fr/

Support: emilie.poisson@univ-littoral.fr

Other study: 
- GAIN vs DTW-completion
- Adaptive system according signal characteristics 

(in progress)
- GUI interface (-> 2022)

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DTWBI/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DTWUMI/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/FSMUMI/index.html
http://mawenzi.univ-littoral.fr/

